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Why choose solar?
1. No running costs.
2. No greenhouse gas.
3. Longer operating life.
4. Fewer parts to break down or wear out.
5. It’s nature’s way!

To SAVE energy,
and SAVE money.
Choose SOLAR.
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Electric heating = costs.

Reduce your carbon footprint.

An electric pool heater may let you swim all year but
it costs money to run every day, every year, for the
life of the pool. And actually, very few people want
to swim in winter, even if the pool is warm, so most
electric heaters stay turned off all winter.

Solar pool heating is part of the environmental
movement’s drive to reduce carbon emissions.

Which is why solar makes so much sense.

So for every kilowatt the heater uses, four are
wasted. That’s expensive. In fact, it could cost
the earth.
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First the Sun makes us want to swim and then
gives us free energy to warm the pool. It’s the
perfect combination.

With heat pumps, for example, high electricity
bills show only a part of the fuel energy they
actually consume. 70% to 80% of a coal-fired
power station’s energy is lost before it reaches
the heater.
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The Sun’s energy is free, forever!
Solar can double the months you swim and the
hours you swim each day, making evening pool
parties and morning swims a delight.
Unlike electric heating, solar is free - so there
no nasty surprises in your monthly energy bill.
And that can’t change. No-one owns the Sun.
It can’t be regulated, bought or sold. It’s free forever.

The choice is yours!
Solar pool heating is the most environmentally
responsible option. It’s the cheapest to run for the
life of the pool. It’s the longest lasting with few
moving parts to break down or wear out.
It’s simple to install and it doesn’t take up
valuable plant room space.
And with Sunbather solar, you even get a choice
of colours to match your roof. Solar? It’s the right
choice and it’s your choice.

